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Abstract: Integrated energy system (IES) has received increasing attention in micro grid due to the
high energy efficiency and low emission of carbon dioxide. Based on the technology of combined heat
and power (CHP), this paper develops a novel operation mechanism with community micro turbine
and shared energy storage system (ESS) for energy management of prosumers. In the proposed
framework, micro-grid operator (MGO) equipped with micro turbine and ESS provides energy
selling business and ESS leasing business for prosumers. Prosumers can make energy trading with
public grid and MGO, and ESS will be shared among prosumers when they pay for the rent to
MGO. Based on such framework, we adopt a cooperative game for prosumers to determine optimal
energy trading strategies from MGO and public grid for the next day. Concretely, a cooperative
game model is formulated to search the optimal strategies aiming at minimizing the daily cost of
coalition, and then a bilateral Shapley value (BSV) is proposed to solve the allocation problem of
coalition’s cost among prosumers. To verify the effectiveness of proposed energy management
framework, a practical example is conducted with a community energy network containing MGO
and 10 residential buildings. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme is able to provide
financial benefits to all prosumers, while providing peak load leveling for the grid.

Keywords: integrated energy system; energy management; cooperative game; energy storage system;
micro-grid operator; prosumers

1. Introduction

Due to the increasing concerns for environmental pollution and energy crisis, traditional power
grid dominated by thermal power plant is facing serious challenges for low energy efficiency,
high carbon emission, and increasing energy demand [1,2]. Based on such background, distributed
generations, such as micro turbine generation and renewable energy generation, have already been
applied widely in the grid [3]. Consequently, the concept of micro-grid emerges, which can operate
as an independent system or as an energy demand side of public grid. In recent years, for the high
energy efficiency, micro-grid has gradually developed into integrated energy system (IES), which can
be expressed as a CHP (combined heating and power) system or CCHP (combined cooling, heating,
and power) system [4–8]. In the IES, energy demand of end consumers is divided into multi-energy
flows and such energy flows are provided separately by district transmission networks containing
power wires, heating pipelines, and cooling pipelines (only exists for CCHP system). As a result, IES
can make the energy efficiency reach to 70% or more, and can also reduce the carbon emission effectively.
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Moreover, in order to further improve the operation efficiency of micro-grid, except for distributed
generations, energy management system (EMS) and energy storage system (ESS) are also the significant
parts of micro-grid. EMS is responsible for the coordinated operation of the whole system, including
the dispatching of generations’ energy output and scheduling of energy consumption in demand
side [9]. Obviously, EMS is also the essential system in the implement of demand response (DR) project
sponsored by public grid for peak shaving and valley filling of power load [10]. Furthermore, with the
rapid cost reduction of advanced energy storage technologies, ESS is increasingly equipped in the
micro-grid [11]. Since renewable energy generation is affected by environment (e.g., solar intensity,
wind speed) seriously, ESS can be employed to store redundant produced energy during generation
peak periods and provide energy in peak-demand hours, which will contribute the performance of IES
and DR project.

In recent years, research works have been widely conducted from the perspective of modeling
with different resources in the micro-grid. For the renewable energy generation (e.g., photovoltaic,
wind), works are generally focused on the maximal consumption and uncertainty of energy output.
The authors in [12] proposes a stochastic programming for the minimization of expected operational
cost and power losses while accommodating the intermittent nature. Wei et al. [13] proposes an
online optimal operation approach considering prediction error of renewable energy generation
and load. For the ESS, there is more attention paid on the scheduling of charging/discharging
strategy or the operation of ESS capacity. In [14], a method is presented for determining optimal
size of ESS for primary frequency control of a Microgrid. When ESS is configured in demand side
management, the strategy will be scheduled considering the price mechanism and shiftable load
demand. Authors in [15] has discussed equilibrium problem among residential consumers in energy
consumption scheduling based on game-theoretic approaches considering ESS selling back energy
to grid. For the modeling of load, electrical loads of residential users are generally divided into basic
load without DR potential and flexible load that can participate in the DR [16]. Literature [17] found
the model for three kinds of flexible load from the physical properties of load’s energy consumption,
including shiftable and interruptible load, shiftable but non-interruptible load, and interruptible
but non-shiftable load. Authors in [18] analyze the Nash equilibrium with game-theoretic approach
considering the participation of flexible load in DR under time-of use pricing. For the CHP/CCHP
system based on micro turbine, the most important are the scheduling and dispatching of multi
energy flow. Literature [19] proposes an optimization model for the short-term scheduling of IES’s
energy flows, and then converts the founded nonlinear model with appropriate piecewise linear
approximation. Authors in [20] takes operating costs, carbon dioxide emissions and energy efficiency
as judgment standards of IES’s performance, and then study the influence on the performance of IES
with different optimal strategies. While in [21], authors present a mixed-integer linear programming
super-structure model for the optimal design of IES that satisfies the heating and power demand at the
level of a small neighborhood. A game theoretic optimization method is introduced in literature [22],
and authors puts forward a multi-energy management framework for IES based on the Stackelberg
game, in which micro-grid is the leader and consumers are the followers. When CHP/CCHP system
is configured with ESS, the existed researches intend to improve the system efficiency or satisfy the
fluctuation of demand. Literature [23] provides a generic energy systems engineering framework
toward the optimal design of IES in China under the existence of battery, thermal storage, and ice
storage. Authors in [24] propose a scenario system in which a domestic engine-based CHP is integrated
with a hybrid ESS containing batteries and super-capacitors, and experimental tests show that the
system can satisfy the fluctuant energy demands in a domestic dwelling.

Based on the above referred research, by integrating distributed generations, ESS, EMS, and DR,
a micro-grid can be expected to solve the problem of current power grid effectively under the
circumstance of well-established operation mechanism. Accordingly, in this paper, via considering
the integration of photovoltaic (PV) generation, micro turbine, shared ESS, EMS, and DR in the
micro-grid, a novel operation mechanism is introduced for grid-connected IES based on residential
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community energy network. In our framework, micro-grid operator (MGO) is a profit organization
who provides energy selling business with its micro turbine and energy storage business with its ESS;
while traditional user is changed into prosumer who has dual identity as an energy consumer and
an energy producer with PV generation. Prosumers can purchase energy from public grid or MGO,
additionally, they can store surplus energy to MGO’s ESS and then withdraw it to make up energy
deficit as long as prosumers pay for the rent to MGO. Considering cooperation can generally create
cooperative surplus, for the low energy consumption cost, prosumers in the community are willing
to participate in the cooperation and make energy trading with MGO or public grid as a coalition,
and also willing to participate in the DR project. Although prosumers choose to participate in the
coalition, the ultimate goal is still the minimization of self-cost. Hence, it is necessary to re-allocate
the coalition cost into each prosumer fairly. Based on above analysis, this paper concentrates on the
day-ahead energy scheduling and coalition cost allocation problem for prosumers with cooperative
game. In brief, the contributions of this paper are as follows.

1. A novel operation mechanism is proposed to schedule energy consumption and purchasing
strategies for prosumers considering community energy network equips with micro turbine and
shared ESS.

2. A cooperative game approach is formulated for the proposed scenario to reduce the total cost
of all prosumers, and then a distribution mechanism based on bilateral Shapley value (BSV) is
employed to allocate the coalition cost.

3. Community energy network which contains 10 residential buildings are conducted to validate
the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed approach.

The system model is introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, cooperative game among prosumers is
formulated. Section 4 focuses on the distribution mechanism. Then, simulation results are presented
in Section 5. Finally, this paper is concluded in Section 6.

2. System Model

The structure of community energy network is shown in Figure 1. Community energy network is a
micro integrated energy system which consists of MGO and multiple prosumers. MGO has micro turbine
and ESS, who can sell electrical and thermal energy to prosumers, and meanwhile provide energy storage
leasing business for prosumers. The scheduling and dispatching for turbine and energy storage are both
executed by EMS of MGO. Each prosumer is equipped with EMS, PV generation, electrical load, thermal
load. Note that, cooling load of each prosumer has been included in electrical load, and thermal load
can obtain energy supply from micro thermal grid or power grid. Here, EMS of MGO is responsible by
independent service department of MGO; while smart meter is in charge of the operation of prosumer’s
EMS. In the proposed scenario, prosumer can store surplus energy to ESS but needs to pay lease expense
to the MGO. When prosumers have a high energy demand, they will take back the stored energy from
storage or purchase energy from MGO and public. Furthermore, DR is considered in the scenario by
public grid setting an effective pricing mechanism. In order to conduct DR project perfectly, we assume
that prosumer EMS can control and schedule energy consumption of partial electrical load, and prosumer
EMS will communicate with EMS of MGO via information network.

Suppose that there are N prosumers in the whole community energy network with the set
N = {1, 2, · · · , N}. Additionally, this paper is focused on the day-ahead energy scheduling,
thus assume that a day is divided into T time slots with the set T = {1, 2, · · · , T}.
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Figure 1. Structure of community energy network.

2.1. Model of Micro Turbine

Micro turbine, which can provide electricity and heat simultaneously, is an important equipment
in the IES. The high-temperature heat (i.e., 900–1200 ◦C) in the turbine is used to produce electricity,
and then residual heat ( i.e., 100–500 ◦C) will be recycled by heat recovery boiler for thermal demand
of prosumers. We assume that natural gas is the energy source of turbine. Accordingly, the electricity
and recycled heat output of micro turbine can be calculated as [25]{

pet
g = ηe

gλgasγet
g

pht
g = ηh

g

(
1− ηe

g

)
λgasγet

g
(1)

where pet
g is electricity output and pht

g is recycled heat output in time slot t; ηe
g is electricity generation

efficiency of turbine; ηh
g is recovery efficiency of residual heat; γet

g is gas consumption rate; λgas is
calorific value of natural gas.

2.2. Energy Storage System

Shared ESS in the proposed scenario is provided by MGO for surplus energy storage of prosumers.
In the ESS model, we assume that its maximal capacity is sufficient to support all prosumers’
transactions. Suppose that energy state of ESS is Soc (t) in time slot t. Considering energy conversion
losses in the operation, ESS charging and discharging efficiencies are represented by ηch and ηdis ,
respectively, where 0 ≤ ηch, ηdis ≤ 1. Moreover, an energy loss rate ηloss is considered in the ESS model
that results in reduction of stored energy with time. Accordingly, if energy state of ESS is Soc (t− 1) at
the beginning of time t, then state of ESS Soc (t) at the end of time t can be calculated as [26]

Soc (t) = ηlossSoc (t− 1) + ηch

N

∑
n=1

pch,t
ESS,n − 1/ηdis

N

∑
n=1

pdis,t
ESS,n (2)

where pch,t
ESS,n and pdis,t

ESS,n are charging and discharging energy of prosumer n in time slot t, respectively.

ηch
N
∑

n=1
pch,t

ESS,n represents the actual energy charged in the ESS when all prosumers have
N
∑

n=1
pch,t

ESS,n
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amount of redundant energy; while ESS will discharge 1/ηdis
N
∑

n=1
pdis,t

ESS,n amount of energy when all

prosumers withdraw
N
∑

n=1
pdis,t

ESS,n amount.

2.3. Model of Prosumer’s Load

In the IES, load demand can be divided into different types (e.g., electrical, thermal, and cooling
load) based on the load characteristic. Considering that cooling demand of users is mainly provided
by air conditioner in recent years, cooling load of prosumers in the scenario is considered as electrical
load. In addition, PV generation of prosumer can be considered as a special load which consumes
negative energy.

(1) Electrical load

In this study, we assume that prosumers are willing to participate in the DR. That is, a certain
percentage of electrical load will have the room for adjusting the consumption amount and time slot.
Consequently, electrical load is divided into two types in our paper: basic load and shiftable load.

(a) Basic load

Basic load generally requires high reliable energy supply and static consumption time. Prosumers
will be influenced seriously if such load is scheduled, such as lights, refrigerators, televisions. Basic load
vector is defined as

lebn =
[
le1

bn, . . . , let
bn, . . . , leT

bn

]
(3)

where let
bn denotes the energy consumption of whole basic load at time t for prosumer n. In addition,

the consumption model of basic load can be expressed as leat
bn = 0 t /∈

[
ton
a , to f f

a

]
leat

bn = lea
bn t ∈

[
ton
a , to f f

a

] (4)

where ton
a and to f f

a are start running time and end time, respectively; lea
bn is the rated energy

consumption of load a; leat
bn is the energy consumption of basic load a at time t and satisfy

let
bn = ∑

a∈Abn

leat
bn (5)

where Abn is the set of basic load of prosumer n.

(b) Shiftable load

Different from basic load, shiftable load is relatively insensitive to energy consumption time
and can be shifted in a certain time range interval, such as electric vehicle, washing machine,
and dishwasher. Therefore, such load has contribution to DR which can be scheduled for the peak
shaving or cost reduction. Shiftable load vector is defined as

lesn =
[
le1

sn, . . . , let
sn, . . . , leT

sn

]
(6)

where let
sn denotes the energy consumption of whole shiftable load at time t for prosumer n. In addition,

the consumption model of shiftable load can be expressed as{
leat

sn = 0

leat
sn ∈

[
lea,min

sn , lea,max
sn

] t /∈
[
ton
a , to f f

a

]
t ∈

[
ton
a , to f f

a

] (7)
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[
ton
a , to f f

a

]
∈ [αa, βa] (8)

βa

∑
t=αa

leat
sn = Qa (9)

where leat
bn is the energy consumption of shiftable load a at time t; lea,min

sn and lea,max
sn are minimal and

maximal energy consumption of load a; [αa, βa] is the optional time range interval of the of load a;
Qa is the energy demand of load a in a whole day; leat

sn is the energy consumption of load a at time t
and satisfy

let
sn = ∑

a∈Asn

leat
sn (10)

where Asn is the set of shiftable load of prosumer n.

(2) Thermal load

In our proposed scenario, thermal demand of prosumer would be satisfied by purchasing heat
from MGO or producing heat with household appliance. For example, hot water demand for bath
can be provided uniformly from MGO via water pipeline, but prosumer can also use electric or gas
water heater to satisfy the same demand. If prosumers equip with gas-based appliances, thermal load
will be classified as gas load; if prosumers equip with electricity-based appliances, thermal load will
be classified as basic electric load which satisfies Equation (4). Since this paper mainly considers the
electricity energy management of prosumers, assume that all prosumers have equipped with electric
appliance for thermal demand. Similarly, thermal load vector is defined as

lhn =
[
lh1

n, . . . , lht
n, . . . , lhT

n

]
(11)

where lht
n denotes the energy consumption of whole thermal load at time t for prosumer n.

(3) PV generation

Energy output of PV generation is influenced by environment (e.g., solar intensity, temperature)
and PV-self property (e.g., surface area, conversion efficiency, dirt on the surface) [27]. However,
the main influence factors are solar intensity, surface area, and conversion efficiency. Therefore,
an approximate model for PV output can be employed [28]:

pPV = ηPVSPV I (12)

where ηPV is PV conversion efficiency; SPV is the surface area of PV panel ; I is the valid solar intensity
absorbed by PV panel. In which, solar intensity I is influenced by weather condition (e.g., sunny day,
rainy day, cloudy day) and installation of PV panel (e.g., tilt angle, azimuth angle); Surface area SPV is
the valid area that can absorb the solar intensity. Accordingly, energy output vector of PV generation
is defined as

pvn =
[

pv1
n, . . . , pvt

n, . . . , pvT
n

]
(13)

where pvt
n denotes the energy output of PV generation at time t for prosumer n.

3. Game-Theoretic Optimization for Prosumers

To achieve a lower daily energy cost, each prosumer in the community energy network will
participate in any project that can reduce the cost, such as DR or cooperation among prosumers.
Generally, DR will reduce electricity purchasing cost by shifting shiftable load from the time interval
with high price into the time with low price; while prosumers’ cooperation contributes to the
collaborative optimization of multi-energy flow among prosumers, which will have a reduction
in the coalition cost. In this section, to minimize the energy cost, a cooperative game is employed
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to schedule energy consumption and purchasing strategies for the coalition considering prosumers’
participation in DR.

3.1. Energy Cost Model

Prosumers have to make energy trading with MGO and public grid in order to satisfy the daily
energy demand. Accordingly, energy cost of each prosumer mainly includes electricity cost from grid,
energy cost (including electricity and heat) from MGO, leasing cost of ESS from MGO.

(1) Electricity cost from grid

Electricity cost function is a pricing mechanism used by public grid to determine the price at
which it sells energy to consumers (here mainly refers to prosumers). An effective pricing mechanism
contributes to attract prosumers participate in DR. In the current research, quadratic function is often
taken as the electricity cost function due to the increasing and strict convex nature [29,30]. Concretely,
electricity cost that all prosumers have to pay to public grid is

Cgrid (t) = ηt
1

(
N

∑
n=1

xt
grid,n

)2

+ ηt
2

N

∑
n=1

xt
grid,n + ηt

3 (14)

where ηt
1 > 0, ηt

2 ≥ 0, and ηt
3 ≥ 0 are fixed parameters at time t; xt

grid,n is optimal strategy that
represents the amount of electricity purchased from grid by prosumer n at time t.

(2) Energy cost from MGO

In the paper, MGO is not only a service department of community for the sustainable operation
of energy network, but also a profit organization via selling energy and leasing ESS to prosumers.
Since micro turbine can produce electrical and thermal energy in the operation, it would be best if
such multi-energy flows are utilized completely no matter from the aspect of energy efficiency or cost
reduction. Therefore, we assume that electrical and thermal energy are bundled to sell prosumers.
That is, MGO will sell the whole produced energy to prosumers. In order to reduce energy cost from
MGO, prosumers will make an optimal purchasing strategy in the trading with MGO according to the
thermal demand. The reason is that, when prosumers have satisfied their thermal demand, they can
store the electricity into the ESS if the electricity is redundant and use such electricity to supply the
loads in peak-demand hours. Suppose that energy pricing mechanism determined by MGO is a linear
function about the production cost of MGO. According to the analysis of Section 2, we know that
production cost of MGO is mainly for natural gas. Consequently, energy cost that all prosumers have
to pay to MGO is

CMGO (t) = ηt
MGOcgasγe

gt (15)

where cgas is price of natural gas; ηt
MGO ≥ 1 is profit coefficient with fixed parameter at time t and

ηt
MGO = 1 represents MGO makes no profit in the trading with prosumers. Based on Equation (1),

natural gas consumption amount at time t is

γe
gt =

1

ηh
g

(
1− ηe

g

)
λgas

N

∑
n=1

xt
MGO,n (16)

where xt
MGO,n is optimal strategy that represents the amount of heat purchased from MGO by prosumer

n at time t.

(3) Leasing cost of ESS

ESS plays an important role in the community energy network. In our energy scheduling
framework, prosumers can store the surplus PV energy and MGO energy to ESS, or withdraw energy
from ESS to make up energy demand deficit and avoid purchasing a large amount of energy in the
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peak hours with high energy price. Hence, with the shared ESS, prosumers will participate in the DR
more positively. Considering each prosumer who takes part in the cooperative game aims to minimize
the coalition daily cost, the stored energy in ESS will be shared among these prosumers. Suppose
that lease pricing mechanism determined by MGO is a linear function about the charged/discharged
amount of energy. Consequently, leasing cost that all prosumers have to pay to MGO is

CESS (t) = ηt
ESS

(
N

∑
n=1

xch,t
ESS,n +

N

∑
n=1

xdis,t
ESS,n

)
(17)

where ηt
ESS is lease price of ESS; xch,t

ESS,n and xdis,t
ESS,n are optimal strategies that represent charging and

discharging amount of energy by prosumer at time t.

3.2. Cooperative Game Formulation

Based on the cost model in Section 3.1, the daily cost of all prosumes can be calculated by

CNost =
T

∑
t=1

(
Cgrid (t) + CMGO (t) + CESS (t)

)
(18)

Each prosumer will take the daily cost of coalition as the optimization objective once a cooperative
game is formed. That is,

minimize
xn ,x−n

CNost (xn, x−n) (19)

where x−n =
[
x1, · · · , xn−1, xn+1, · · · , xN

]
represents optimal strategies of all prosumers except

prosumer n. xn represents optimal strategy set of prosumer n with

xn =


x1

grid,n x1
MGO,n xch,1

ESS,n xdis,1
ESS,n

x2
grid,n x2

MGO,n xch,2
ESS,n xdis,2

ESS,n
...

...
...

...
xT

grid,n xT
MGO,n xch,T

ESS,n xdis,T
ESS,n


Under the cooperative mechanism, all prosumers in the coalition will optimize their joint strategy

x = [xn, x−n] to pursue the minimal daily cost of coalition. That is to solve the global cost minimization
problem CNost (x). After obtaining the global optimal solution, coalition’s cost will be distributed to
each prosumer according to the individual contribution in the coalition.

To guarantee the reliable operation of community energy network, constraints from following
aspects should be satisfied when prosumer is pursuing the minimal cost of coalition.

(1) Electrical balance

In the community energy network, appliances who need to consume electrical energy include
basic load lebn, shiftable load lesn, ESS in charging state, and electric appliance for the heat demand.
The energy sources of electricity mainly include public grid, micro turbine, PV generation, and ESS in
discharging state. Since prosumer n purchases xt

MGO,n amount of heat from MGO, the heat demand
provided by electric appliance is lht

n − (1− ηlossLn) xt
MGO,n considering heat loss in the transmission,

where ηloss is the heat loss of pipe network per unit length and Ln is the total length of pipe between
MGO and prosumer n. Consequently, the electricity that appliance has to consume is(

lht
n − (1− ηlossLn) xt

MGO,n

)+
/ηh

e

s.t.

{
(R)+ = 0 R < 0
(R)+ = R R ≥ 0

(20)
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where ηh
e is energy efficiency ratio of electric appliance, R represents any real number. Therefore,

electrical balance can be expressed as

xt
grid,n + xet

MGO,n + xdis,t
ESS,n + pvt

n = let
bn + let

sn + xch,t
ESS,n +

(
lht

n − (1− ηlossLn) xt
MGO,n

)+/ηh
e (21)

where xet
MGO,n represents the amount of electricity obtained from MGO by prosumer n at time t.

Since electricity and heat are bundled to sell, the total amount of electricity obtained from MGO by
all prosumers has to satisfy output constraint of micro turbine. According to Equations (1) and (16),
the constraint can be expressed as

N

∑
n=1

xet
MGO,n =

ηe
g

ηh
g

(
1− ηe

g

) N

∑
n=1

xt
MGO,n (22)

where
ηe

g

ηh
g(1−ηe

g)

N
∑

n=1
xt

MGO,n represents the total amount of produced electricity when
N
∑

n=1
xt

MGO,n amount

of heat is produced of micro turbine.

(2) Thermal balance

For the thermal balance, energy sources of heat mainly include micro turbine and electric appliance
for the heat demand, while the thermal demand is only thermal load. Therefore, the balance can be
expressed as

(1− ηlossLn) xt
MGO,n +

(
lht

n − (1− ηlossLn) xt
MGO,n

)+
= lht

n (23)

Constraint (23) shows that electric appliance will make up thermal demand deficit if the heat
provided by MGO cannot satisfy prosumer n’s thermal load.

(3) ESS constraint

ESS in the paper is employed to store the surplus energy in off-peak hours and provide energy
in peak hours. We assume that prosumers will run out the stored energy in a whole day. That is,
the initial state of ESS Soc (1) is equal to the state at the end of a day Soc (T)

Soc (1) = Soc (T) (24)

Considering prosumers cannot charge and discharge energy from/to ESS at the same time,
accordingly, following equation must be satisfied

xch,t
ESS,nxdis,t

ESS,n = 0 (25)

In order to solve the problem (19), the constraint (2) for ESS, constraint (4) for basic load,
and constraint (7)–(9) for shiftable load are also need to be satisfied.

3.3. Distribution Algorithm

In the study, a distributed algorithm is proposed to search the optimal solution of cooperative
game model. Based on the above analysis, the joint optimal strategy vector x = [xn, x−n] is the pursing
target that can be achieved by various methods, such as interior point method (IPM), genetic algorithm
(GA), particle swarm optimization (PSO) and so on. In which, IPM is limited in the complex and
difficult optimization problem; GA is slow in convergence and is influenced easily by parameters;
PSO has a few of parameters and high convergence rate [31]. Since the optimization problem (19) has
covered dozens of variables, the proposed algorithm executed by EMS of prosumer has to satisfy the
characteristic of simplicity and high convergence, otherwise EMS of prosumer needs to have a high
performance in calculation. Therefore, the joint optimal strategy of all prosumers is implemented by
using PSO. In the PSO algorithm, position and velocity of each particle are improved by
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vi (k + 1) = ωvi (k) + c1r1

(
pbest

i − xi (k)
)
+ c2r2

(
pbest

global − xi (k)
)

(26)

xi (k + 1) = xi (k) + vi (k + 1) (27)

where vi (k + 1) and xi (k + 1) represent position and velocity of particle i at iteration k + 1; pbest
i is the

best position of particle i in all of its previous iterations; pbest
global is the best position of all particles; c1

and c2 are learning factors; r1 and r2 are random numbers in [0, 1]; ω is inertia weight. Concretely,
the main steps of the distributed algorithm for optimal solution are shown as follows:

1. Initialize the parameters of PSO: maximal iteration times K, the number of particles M, inertia
weight ω.

2. According to the optimization model (19), calculate fitness value of each particle

f (xi (k)) = CNost (xi (k)) (28)

where f (xi (k)) represents fitness value of particle i with the position xi (k).

3. Update pbest
i (k) = xi (k) if f (xi (k)) < f

(
pbest

i

)
and update pbest

global (k) = xi (k) if f (xi (k)) <

f
(

pbest
global

)
.

4. Update position and velocity of each particle according to formula (26) and (27).
5. k = k + 1 and return step 2 until maximal iteration time K is satisfied.

When the algorithm is completed, the finial best position of all particles pbest
global is the optimal

solution of joint strategy and corresponding fitness value f
(

pbest
global

)
is the minimal daily energy cost

of all prosumers.

4. Distribution Mechanism of Energy Cost

In terms of prosumers, the purpose of getting involved in cooperation game is to reduce their
own energy costs. Therefore, the formation and stability of the cooperative coalition must satisfy
the condition that each prosumer’s energy cost in the coalition is decreased or at least not increased
comparing the cost of prosumer in the non-cooperative mechanism. However, some prosumers’ cost
may be increased in the formulated coalition with the proposed scenario. For example, since the stored
energy in ESS is shared in the coalition, the charged energy to ESS may more than the discharged
energy from ESS for some prosumers, which would increase the cost of these prosumers. Hence,
the billing of each prosumer in the coalition needs to be redistributed, otherwise the coalition will be
disbanded. In this section, an allocation mechanism will be introduced for the coalition to guarantee
the fair and effective distribution.

For the interest distribution mechanism of multi-player cooperative game, the most representative
mechanism is Shapley value model proposed by Shapley [32]. Shapley value decides each player’s
interest according to its marginal contribution to the coalition. Primarily, marginal contribution of each
prosumer in the coalition needs to be defined. Assume that s prosumers constitute a coalition S ⊆ N ,
then the marginal contribution of prosumer n ∈ S in the coalition is

∆Cn
ost = CSost − CS−{n}ost (29)

where CS−{n}ost represents the cost of new coalition S without prosumer n. According to the definition
of marginal contribution, prosumer n’s cost which is divided from coalition’s cost is equal to

Cn
ost = ∑

n∈S

[
(s− 1)! (n− s)!

n!

(
CSost − CS−{n}ost

)]
(30)

where s is the number of prosumers in the coalition S .
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According to the set theory, there are 2N − 1 kinds of subset S in the set N . Consequently,
with the increasing of prosumers, the numbers of subset will increase exponentially and calculation
numbers for Shapley value will also increase exponentially. For example, calculation numbers have
reached to 210 − 1 = 1023 as coalition has prosuemrs |N | = 10. In order to solve the problem,
bilateral Shapley value (BSV) is proposed by Ketchpel, which solves combinatorial explosion via
bilateral-marginalization of coalition [33]. Primarily, bilateral coalition is defined as: assume that
S = S1 ∪ S2 ⊆ N and S1 ∩ S2 = ∅, then S1 and S2 are called S’s bilateral coalition. Accordingly,
the result of BSV is equal to

vS1 =
1
2

v (S1) +
1
2
(v (S)− v (S2)) (31)

where v (S) represents the interest of coalition S .
Combining the cost distribution of all prosumers participating in the coalition, we divide the

coalition N into set{n} and N\ {n}. Then, the cost of prosumer n in the cooperation is calculated
as follows

Cn
ost =

1
2

C{n}ost +
1
2

(
CNost − CN−{n}ost

)
(32)

From the result of BSV, we can find that BSV can reduce calculation numbers effectively comparing
Shapley value model. Hence, for the real system with many participants, BSV will have a great
practical significance.

5. Simulation

In this section, simulation results are presented to show the feasibility and effectiveness of the
proposed energy scheduling scheme. The proposed algorithm is executed by MATLAB R2012b on the
personal computer with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7700 CPU@3.60 GHz and RAM 8.00 GB.

5.1. Simulation Parameters

In the considered scenario, there are |N | = 10 residential buildings which are regarded as
prosumers in the whole community energy network and a day is divided into |T | = 24 time slots
with each time slot being one hour. We assume that the space distance between each building
and MGO is 200 m, and the heat loss rate of pipe network per unit length is 0.01%. Micro-grid
operator equips a micro turbine and energy storage, whose parameters are shown as follows [23,34]:
electricity generation efficiency of turbine ηe

g = 0.3, recovery efficiency of residual heat ηh
g = 0.8, ESS

charging efficiency ηch = 0.95, discharging efficiency ηdis = 0.95. Each prosumer has dozens basic load
appliances, such as lights, televisions, refrigerators, elevators, etc. As for shiftable load, in the case
study, we assume that prosumers’ electric vehicle (EV) is willing to participate in the DR. Considering
EV may be employed as transports during working time from 7:00 to 18:00, assume that EV can be
charged from 18:00 to 24:00 and from 0:00 to 7:00 in the next day and each time charging period
of EV is one hour, that is [αa, βa] = [1, 7] ∪ [19, 24] and to f f

a − ton
a = 1. Additionally, we suppose that

electrical load needs to be shifted in the time interval 18:00–22:00, and shiftable load takes 10% of whole
electrical demand in each hour among 18:00–22:00. In this case, for load of each prosumer, the total
daily electrical and thermal demand is presented in Table 1, and note that, electrical demand includes
basic load and shiftable load. For PV output of each prosumer, we assume that each building has
the same PV surface area. Considering a local region has the similar solar intensity, hence PV output
of each building is considered equal. Parameters of PV generation of each prosumer are as follows:
surface area SPV is 650 m2; conversion efficiency ηPV is 12%; solar intensity I is the monitoring data
based on a typical sunny day in the geographical location with 32◦8′31′′ N and 114◦2′3′′ E. Accordingly,
the total loads and PV output of 10 buildings in each time slot are shown in Figure 2.
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Table 1. Daily energy demand of each prosumer (kWh).

Residential
Building

Electricity
Demand

Heat
Demand

Residential
Building

Electricity
Demand

Heat
Demand

1 1166 654 6 926 565
2 1081 690 7 939 528
3 971 593 8 989 675
4 952 716 9 1290 620
5 1029 570 10 1068 716
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Figure 2. Typical loads and energy output of PV.

In the energy trading with public grid, load of public grid generally has peak and valley
characteristics, hence we assume that electricity price parameters in peak-demand hours are higher
than that in off-peak hours. Concretely, the price parameters are: off-peak hours (0:00–7:00) with
ηt

1 = 7.94× 10−5 dollars/kWh2 and ηt
2 = 4.76× 10−2 dollars/kWh; mid-peak hours (7:00–17:00 and

22:00–24:00) with ηt
1 = 9.52× 10−5 dollars/kWh2 and ηt

2 = 7.94× 10−2 dollars/kWh; peak hours
(17:00–22:00) with ηt

1 = 1.11× 10−5 dollars/kWh2 and ηt
2 = 1.11× 10−2 dollars/kWh; ηt

3 = 0 for
all hours. In the energy trading among prosumers and MGO, price of natural gas is assumed to be
cgas = 0.43 dollars/m3, profit coefficient in energy selling business is assumed to be ηt

MGO = 1.2 ∀t ∈ T
times MGO’s production cost, lease price of ESS is assumed to be ηt

ESS = 0.008 dollars/kWh for all ∀t ∈ T .
As for the proposed distribution algorithm, assume that: the number of iterations K = 100, the number of
particles M = 20, the inertia weight ω = 0.792, learning factors c1 = c2 = 1.494 [35].

5.2. Results of Energy Scheduling

According to the above parameters, energy scheduling results of all prosumers can be obtained.
Electrical energy scheduling result is shown in Figure 3, where Figure 3a is the dispatching result of
electricity energy resource and Figure 3b is the scheduling result of total electrical load in (a). From the
figure, we can see that prosumers mainly obtain energy from grid in off-peak hours, from PV in
mid-peak hours (7:00–17:00), from ESS in peak hours. Moreover, micro turbine of MGO has also
supplied electricity for prosumers, especially in peak hours. Obviously, such dispatching result will
contribute the reduction of daily cost because prosumers have avoided purchasing large amount of
energy from grid in the peak hours with high price. From the perspective of public grid, the purchasing
strategy of prosumers is exactly consistent with the grid’s expectation of peak shaving and valley
filling. We can evaluate the effectiveness of proposed approach in peak load leveling by introducing
peak to average ratio (PAR). PAR is calculated as [36]
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PAR =
Lpeak

Lavg
=

max
t∈[1,2,··· ,24]

(
10
∑

n=1
xt

grid,n

)
24
∑

t=1

(
10
∑

n=1
xt

grid,n

)
/24

(33)

where Lavg represents the average amount of energy purchased by prosumers in a whole day; Lpeak
represents the maximal amount of energy purchased by prosumers in a whole day. Accordingly, PAR in
our proposed approach is equal to 1.80, while PAR in the initial situation is equal to 3.28. Here, initial
situation refers to that electrical and thermal energy demand of prosumers are both purchased from
public grid.
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Figure 3. Optimal result of electrical energy: (a) is dispatching result of electricity energy resource;
(b) is scheduling result of total electrical load.

Figure 4 shows the thermal energy scheduling result in the community energy network. From the
figure, one can see that thermal energy demand can be satisfied by micro turbine and electric appliance.
Specifically, thermal demand of prosumers is only provided by turbine in peak hours and is mainly
provided by electric appliance in off-peak hours. The reason is still ascribed to the lowest electric price
in the off-peak hours and the highest price in the peak hours. Figure 5 is the daily cost along with
the iterations of proposed distribution algorithm. We can see that daily cost decreases dramatically
before 20 iterations and then the value is reached to steady state with 738.46 after only 42 iterations.
It demonstrates that the final optimal daily cost of all prosumers is 738.46 dollars. As for the daily cost
of each prosumer, according to the introduced distribution mechanism in Section 4, each prosumer’s
daily cost will be re-distributed, which is shown in Table 2. From the table, we can see that the
proposed cooperative game approach has a beneficial effect in the daily cost reduction (i.e., nearly 50%
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reduction comparing with initial case) and simultaneously, the distribution mechanism based on BSV
can reasonably distribute the coalition’s cost into each prosumer, and guarantee each prosumer in the
coalition will obtain benefit from the cooperation.
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Figure 4. Optimal result of thermal energy.
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Figure 5. Daily cost along with the iterations of the algorithm.

Table 2. Daily cost of each prosumer with BSV (dollars).

Residential
Building

Cost in the
Initial Case

Cost in the
Optimal Case

Residential
Building

Cost in the
Initial Case

Cost in the
Optimal Case

1 168.49 82.43 6 131.05 66.87
2 156.06 76.58 7 124.55 60.19
3 137.64 69.97 8 143.44 70.63
4 140.23 74.82 9 174.20 87.18
5 149.37 72.39 10 151.19 77.39

5.3. Discussions and Analysis

For the simulation scenario so far, we have assumed that lease price of ESS ηt
ESS is 0.008 dollars/kWh,

value of profit coefficient ηt
MGO is equal to 1.2, and shiftable loads’ percentage takes 10% of whole electric

demand in each hour. To better analyze the proposed approach, we have simulated the game results for
different shiftable loads’ percentage, profit coefficient, and lease price of ESS.
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Figure 6 shows the optimal results of electrical energy demand when shiftable loads’ percentage
takes from 10% to 20%. Note that, electrical demand in the figure does not include energy demand of
electrical appliance for thermal energy. We can see that, in order to reduce the energy consumption
cost in the peak-hours, charging time of EVs is shifted to the off-peak hours, and load of grid in peak
leveling obtains better effectiveness with the increasing of shiftable loads’ proportion. Consequently,
the daily energy cost of all prosumers have reduced gradually, which are 738.46 dollars with 10%
proportion, 724.71 dollars with 20% proportion, and 716.57 dollars with 30% proportion. Since the
daily cost of coalition has been reduced, it obvious that each prosumer will also obtain benefit when it
takes part in the DR.
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Figure 6. Electrical load curve for different percentages of shiftable loads.

Figure 7 shows the whole thermal demand of a day and coalition’s cost when profit coefficient
ηt

MGO is varied from 1 to 1.6. From the figure, we can see that with the increasing of profit coefficient,
prosumers will reduce the heat amount purchased from turbine for the lower energy cost. As a result,
heat demand produced by electric appliance has a gradual increase. Due to the high profit pursuit of
MGO in the trading, the daily cost of coalition increase in a certain rate, which are 648.58 dollars with
ηt

MGO = 1, 738.46 dollars with ηt
MGO = 1.2, 783.27 dollars with ηt

MGO = 1.4, and 819.79 dollars with
ηt

MGO = 1.6. When MGO adjusts the lease price from 0 dollars/kWh to 0.04 dollars/kWh, the charging
amount of ESS and corresponding cost are shown in Figure 8. It is obvious that, with the increasing
of lease price, prosumers have gradually reduced the leased capacity of ESS from MGO, and the
daily charging amount of ESS is reduced dramatically from 2387 kWh to 1007 kWh. Consequently,
prosumers will increase the energy amount purchased from public grid, whose energy cost from grid
increases from 267.6 dollars (i.e., 39% in total cost) to 508.2 dollars (i.e., 61% in total cost). The above
comparison results demonstrate that energy trading equilibrium strategy of prosumers will be affected
greatly by MGO’s pricing mechanism.
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Figure 7. Thermal demand and cost for different values of profit coefficient.
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Figure 8. Charging amount of ESS and cost for different lease price of ESS.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a day-ahead energy management framework for a community energy
network considering the joint operation of CHP, shared ESS and prosumers. We have formulated
an energy trading scheme where prosumers purchase energy from public grid or MGO, and store
surplus energy to energy storage by renting the ESS of operator. In order to reduce daily energy cost,
prosumers are willing to participate in the cooperation and DR project. Following which, a cooperative
game model is founded for the coalition to optimize the energy consumption and purchasing strategies.
After that, a distribution mechanism based on BSV is proposed to re-allocate the coalition cost into
each prosumer. Simulation results have shown that the proposed scheme can effectively reduce daily
costs for prosumers, while flatting the overall electricity demand on the public grid across the day.
In addition, discussion and analysis are conducted from profit coefficient, shiftable loads’ percentage,
and lease price of ESS. It demonstrates that MGO’s pricing results have a great influence on the optimal
strategies and energy cost of prosumers.

Considering information network and EMS of residential users have not been completely
promoted at the present stage, the proposed approach can be firstly applied to the micro demonstration
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project with perfect infrastructure, in which stakeholders are the operator of project and internal users.
Additionally, the results in this paper can be extended in several directions. For example, the paper
assumes that all prosumers only equips with electric appliance for thermal demand, without gas-based
appliances, the following works may take gas load management into consideration. The effect of
market is not considered in the proposed framework, further research may be conducted considering
electricity and gas prices are influenced by market demand.
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